Create
Opportunity

Improving access to
higher education

Talent is everywhere, opportunity
is not. You can create opportunity
by giving to scholarships that will
change lives.

ANU is creating better, fairer access
for university students across the
country, regardless of their
personal circumstances.

A university education improves lives.
It leads to better employment, better
health outcomes, and higher lifetime
earnings. It can lift families and their
communities out of hardship and
transform society.

Scholarship support is critical to ensure
that expenses are not a barrier to
attendance for talented students who
are offered a place at ANU. Some
students coming from across Australia
will face financial challenges when
leaving home to live and study in a new
city. However, many of them can be
supported through the generosity of
our donors.

At Australia’s national university, we
believe that anyone admitted should
be able to attend, independent of
their financial means. This belief,
shared across our community, is
the reason a group of UK-based
ANU alumni established the
London Alumni Scholarship.
By supporting the London Alumni
Scholarship at The Australian National
University (ANU), you will empower
students with immense potential to
succeed, regardless of
their background.
Thank you for considering joining
ANU in this important mission.

To help fund these scholarships, ANU
is looking for generous philanthropic
partners like you to help our students
reach their potential.

UK Alumni
Supporting Students

The difference your
support will make

The enthusiasm and generosity of
our ANU Community in the UK is a
testament to the ANU experience.
Supporting scholarship programs is a
special way alumni can ensure future
ANU students also have a life-changing
university experience. With such a
strong alumni community in the UK, this
is an opportunity to directly connect
with the University, the campus and the
next generation of students.

By giving to the London Alumni
Scholarship, you are creating a life
changing opportunity. Supporting
students who might not otherwise
be able to come to ANU means our
community becomes richer and
more diverse.

“Our world is facing enormous
challenges and we will only address
them for the benefit of everyone, if more
of us are able to access and value the
intellectual freedom that thrives in the
university environment.” Jane MacLeod,
ANU alumna and London Alumni
Scholarship donor.

Our goal is to raise $884,000 AUD
(approximately £204,375 GBP)
for an endowed fund, which will
ensure funding for this scholarship
in perpetuity.
By supporting the London Alumni
Scholarship, you can help break
down barriers to education, one
scholarship at a time.
Every contribution, whatever the
size, can help us reach our goal.
Please help spread the word to
your fellow alumni.

Receiving a scholarship gave
me choice. I could choose if
I wanted to work or focus on
my studies, as it gave me that
financial freedom. I didn’t have
to worry about trying to hold
down two to three jobs to
support myself; it was about
freedom and choice.
Zoe Turner (left), who completed her degree in
actuarial studies at the ANU College of Business
and Economics in 2019, thanks to receiving the
National Indigenous University Scholarship
and the Brian Brogan Prize for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Students.
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